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Duo in police net
for jewelry theft
Bedoon held for murder attempt
By Hanan Al-Saadoun

over and the latter was accordingly arrested.

KUWAIT: Nugra criminal detectives recently
arrested a non-Kuwait and an Arab national
for selling stolen golden jewelry, said security
sources yesterday. Case papers indicate that a
non-Kuwaiti was arrested while he was trying
to sell stolen golden jewelry at a Salmiya jewelry shop. He led the police to his accomplice;
an Arab national. Both suspects confessed
that they had committed seven robberies and
stolen many valuable items such as diamonds,
golden jewelry and expensive watches. They
also said that they sold some of the items and
used the money for buying two vehicles and
drugs. A case was filed and the suspects were
referred to relevant authorities.

Drug traders
Three citizens were arrested with the possession of drugs, said security sources noting
that one of them was found already wanted
for a five-year jail sentences.

Murder attempt
A bedoon was arrested and detained at
Taima police station for attempted murder,
said security sources yesterday. Case papers
indicate that a bedoon sustained several serious bone fractures when he was run over at
Khuwaisat desert. The injured accused
another bedoon of deliberately running him

Infiltration attempt
Border security forces recently arrested 19
people for cutting through the border barbed
wires at the northern and southern border
areas.
Naval exercise
With two interception speedboats
onboard, Coastguard vessel ‘Warba’ recently
sailed out of Sabah Al-Ahmed Coastguard
Base heading to King Abdul Aziz port, Saudi
Arabia to take part in the Gulf Peace 4 drill
that is due to be held jointly with KSA and
Bahrain from March 2 to 6. The delegation,
headed by Abdul Rahamn Al-Rasheedi, was
seen off by MOI’s assistant undersecretary for
border security, Maj Gen Sheikh Mohammed
Al-Yousif Al-Sabah.

KUWAIT: The stolen items confiscated from the duo yesterday.

KRCS pledges more aid
for Syrian refugees
BEIRUT: Kuwait Red Crescent Society is planning
a new relief operation to aid hundreds of thousands of Syrians taking up refuge in Lebanon,
announced the society delegate here.
The KRCS will launch, very soon, a new relief
campaign to secure for the refugees food packages, clothing and housing, said Dr Musaed AlEnezi, the society delegate to Lebanon in a statement.
Al-Enezi has just concluded a visit to Lebanon

during which the society has distributed bread to
the refugees and has offered kidney dialysis for
those in need for the treatment among them.
He affirmed that the Kuwaiti philanthropic
association would do its best and carry on with
the relief action to help those who fled the violence in Syria. The KRCS, along with Kuwaiti charities and donors, has been aiding the Syrian
refugees in Lebanon and other countries neighboring Syria.—KUNA

